
















































Book
Reviews

Organizations in America, Analyzing their Structures and Human Resource Practices.
Based on the National Organizations Study. A. L. Kalleberg, D. Kooke, P. V. Marsden
and J. L. Spaeth, Thousand Oaks, CA, Sage, 1996.

This book is an analysis of results from the 1991 National Organizations Study (NOS).
The study resulted from interest in the e�ects on the American workplace of the business
mergers, consolidations, reengineering, downsizing, decentralization, termination and
the reduction or abandonment of long-term company commitments to employees that
took place in the 1970s and 1980s. The changes presented organizational researchers
with prime opportunities for developing and testing ideas about the changing structure
of the American workplace. The problem researchers faced was the lack of data from
which broad generalizations could be made. Previous studies tended to be single or
multiple ®rm case studies or single-type or restricted surveys of diverse organizations.
Because of limitations inherent to each, none of the research models was capable of
yielding ®ndings that could be broadly generalized. The NOS was conceived to help ®ll
this vacuum. The survey instrument was developed in the belief that it was desirable to
construct a national database on organizations based on a probability sample that
would incorporate a diverse population of U.S. organizations without limits on type,
geography, size, or any other dimension. The resulting study would be a multipurpose,
multi-investigator survey of the structure, context, and personnel practices of a large
number of diverse organizations as they existed at the time of the survey. Nothing like it
had ever been attempted on a national scale in the United States before.
The study reported in this volume sampled some 700 establishments in proportion to

their size, as measured by the number of employees. The only exclusions were companies
that had gone out of business and military establishments. The project produced a series
of snapshots of U.S. organizational demographics in the early 1990s and data that
accurately re¯ected what organizations were doing.
Some ®ndings may be familiar to scholars in the ®eld: 11 of the book's 16 Chapters

are substantially revised versions of conference papers or journal articles the authors and
the book's seven other contributors presented or published between 1992 and 1996. A
danger in compilations from material of this type is that the resulting book may be little
more than a disjointed collection of essays. This is not the case here. Substantial
reworking of the published material, well done Chapter transitions, and the inclusion of
previously unpublished work make Organizations in America informative in its own
right and a valuable addition to the literature. The whole is more than the sum of its
parts.
The book is divided into four sections. The ®rst three Chapters introduce and describe

the sampling methodology, the procedures used to collect the data on the national
probability sample of the work establishments that appear in the study and the analy-
tical methodology, and present a descriptive overview and summary statistics of the
establishments surveyed. Organizational structures are examined in Part 2. Particularly
interesting is Chapter 5, in which the four co-authors analyze employer±employee
relations in corporate America in two ways in which they have grown more formalized:
the presence or absence of explicit dispute resolution procedures that o�er `due process'
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to employees and whether or not the organization has a ®rm internal labour market,
meaning entry at the bottom of job ladders with employee movement upward as
experiences and skills increase. The analysis leads to the identi®cation of two variations
on the simple organizational structure that small ®rms use and three varieties of
bureaucracies to be found in larger establishments. Chapter 6, an analysis of survey data
in the context of `high performance' work systems, meaning alternatives to traditional
mass production forms of organization, yields two interesting ®ndings. The ®rst, that
human resource policies and practices often identi®ed with high performance, such as
o�ering pro®t sharing or stock option programs, merit-based bonuses, and linking
earnings to performance, do in fact enable organizations to perform better than
expected, con®rms conventional wisdom. The second ®nding, that decentralization
enhances only one dimension of performance, that of attracting and retaining valued
employees, is a useful corrective to repeated forecasts of glowing bene®ts that auto-
matically ¯ow as organizations ¯atten.
The third part of the book inquires into the human resource practices of the surveyed

organizations: recruitment, hiring and, formal job training, the impact of unionization
on work forces, and issues related to compensation and fringe bene®ts. The last section
of the book examines contingent employment relations (part-time employees, temps,
and subcontracting), patterns of organizational gender segregation and the con-
sequences for wages and careers, and male±female di�erences in organizations. A well-
done summary Chapter reviews major ®ndings and suggests alternative research designs
and topics for future research.
Many of the ®ndings will not surprise readers. Larger ®rms are more complex than

smaller establishments. Management training is uniformly spread across the occu-
pational spectrum. A large majority, over 70 per cent of the ®rms surveyed, used part-
time or temporary workers or subcontracted part of their operations. Gender segrega-
tion in jobs is widespread and lays the basis for inequality.
Other ®ndings challenge previous research or enlighten current notions. The large

majority of ®rms invest in job training or other programs to enhance employee capital.
This holds true for both large and small ®rms. Whether or not a company makes the
human investment depends on an organization's internal structure and external
environment, not ®rm size, unionization, or workforce composition. Contrary to
some research, ®rms where the core workforce is blue-collar are as likely to o�er job
training as companies where the core workers are white-collar. With regard to pay,
analysis of the patterns of organizational earning dispersion reveals a picture far more
complex than the popular impression of economic disparity between well-paid
executives and poorly paid rank and ®le. With regard to bene®ts, employee demand is
a far less reliable predictor of the packages available to employees than the ®rm's
capacity, rivalry with other organizations, or high standing in benchmarking
performance criteria. With regard to gender issues, while men are slightly more
committed than women to their organizations, this has less to do with sex than the fact
men are more likely than women to have jobs with commitment-enhancing features.
Consistency in the organization of chapters throughout the book enhance readability

and convey information clearly. There is a de®nitive topic statement at the beginning of
each Chapter followed by a short explanatory section and literature review, a description
of the methodology employed to analyze the NOS data, the presentation of the results, a
concluding summary, and a smooth transition to the following Chapter. Hypothesis,
data compilation, and analytical methodology are all present in both textual and graphic
form.
The limitations of the study are all noted by the authors and are a minor issue because

the study does not pretend to be what it is not. Internal organizational dynamics, for
example, cannot be treated because the NOS information about the organization was
obtained usually from only one informant, generally a personnel manager in each
establishment.
That said, Organizations in America is a worthwhile addition to one's library. For

those interested in the topics covered, the work not only will inform and serve as a handy
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reference but also as a benchmark against which ®ndings from more limited data can
be measured. Researchers in particular will ®nd useful the concluding Chapter and
Appendix which contain the authors' suggestions about additional uses of the NOS
data, how to obtain it, and improved methods for future data collection.
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Leadership: Theory and Practice. Peter G. Northouse, Sage Publications, Thousand
Oaks, CA, 1997.

Leadership is a topic of perennial interest to researchers and managers alike. Although
there are a number of new books on leadership, most of them are too abstract and
theoretical, and of limited interest to managers who are much more interested in how a
particular theory can be translated into practice. Leadership: Theory and Practice by
Northouse attempts to strike a balance between theory and practice.
The book uses a consistent format throughout. Each Chapter starts with a compre-

hensive summary of a particular leadership theory/approach, followed by a discussion of
its strengths and weaknesses. The Chapter then turns to the practical applications of the
theory, using short cases and leadership instruments to illustrate the theory or approach.
In the ®rst eight Chapters, Northouse leads the reader on a journey through the

fascinating and complex terrain of leadership study from the early `Great Man' and trait
theories to current popular approaches to leadership. The book is evenly divided
between traditional leadership research (e.g., traits, style, and contingency theories) and
the frontiers of leadership research (e.g., leader±member exchangeÐLMX, trans-
formational leadership, teams, gender di�erences in styles of leadership, etc.). The last
four Chapters of the book are contributed by his associates, and they focus on issues
such as team leadership (Susan E. Kogler Hill), the psychodynamic approach (Ernest L.
Stech), women and leadership (Dayle M. Smith) and popular approaches to leadership
(Mary Ann Bowman).
Chapter 1 provides a good introduction to some key issues in leadership, starting with

the distinctions among management, leadership and power. It serves as a warm up to the
rest of the book and gets people thinking about the topic. Chapter 2 presents the trait
approach in a succinct manner, reviewing past research and bringing the reader up to
date with the recent work on leadership traits which argues for focus on a select set of
traits that are indicative of leadership potential or the motivation to lead. The
questionnaire at the end of the Chapter is a useful tool for assessing one's leadership
traits and comparing them to the perceptions of one's peers and subordinates.
Chapter 4, which presents Situational Leadership Theory (SLT), relies on a model

that could not be located in either the Hersey and Blanchard (1993) book on Situational
Leadership Theory (Management of Organizational Behavior) or any major leadership or
organizational behavior book. The author could have better served his readers by
presenting the most popular version of the model and perhaps discussing the various
modi®cations to the model over time. (Incidentally, Ken Blanchard has yet another
version of the model that is suitable for teams in his new book, Gung Ho!, Blanchard
and Bowles, 1997). In analyzing the cases in Chapter 4, readers are likely to arrive at
di�erent conclusions about the appropriate leadership style to use in a given situation
due to some ambiguities in the situations described. The cases would bene®t from some
clari®cation and ®ne-tuning.
Chapter 6 summarizes the main tenets of Path±Goal Theory and shows how

managers can apply them to their work situations. The discussion about the role of the
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